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Abstract. Safety-critical systems usually need to be accompanied by
an explained and well-founded body of evidence to show that the system
is acceptably safe. While reuse within such systems covers mainly code,
reusing accompanying safety artefacts is limited due to a wide range
of context dependencies that need to be satisfied for safety evidence
to be valid in a different context. Currently the most commonly used
approaches that facilitate reuse lack support for reuse of safety artefacts.
To facilitate reuse of safety artefacts we provide a method to gener-
ate reusable safety case argument-fragments that include supporting ev-
idence related to safety analysis. The generation is performed from safety
contracts that capture safety-relevant behaviour of components within
assumption/guarantee pairs backed up by the supporting evidence. We
illustrate our approach by applying it to an airplane wheel braking sys-
tem example.

Keywords: Component- and contract-based architectures, Compositional
safety analysis and argumentation, Safety argumentation reuse.

1 Introduction

A recent study within the US Aerospace Industry shows that reuse is more
present when developing embedded systems than non-embedded systems [16].
The study reports that code is reused most of the time, followed by requirements
and architectures in significantly smaller scale than code. Aerospace industry,
as most other safety-critical industries, needs to follow a domain specific safety
standard that requires additional artefacts to be provided alongside the code to
show that the code is acceptably safe to operate in a given context. The costs
of producing the verification artefacts are estimated at more than 100 USD per
code line, while for highly critical applications the costs can reach up to 1000
USD [4]. In most cases, as part of the certification efforts an additional time-
consuming and expensive task of providing a safety case is required. A safety case



is documented in form of an explained and well-founded structured argument
to clearly communicate that the system is acceptably safe to operate in a given
context [13].

Most safety standards are starting to acknowledge the need for reuse, hence
the latest versions of both aerospace (DO178-C) and automotive (ISO 26262)
industry standards explicitly support techniques for reuse, e.g., the notion of
Safety Element out of Context (SEooC) within automotive [12] and Reusable
Software Components (RSC) within aerospace industry [1]. This allows for easier
integration of reusable components, such as Commercial of the shelf (COTS),
but it also means that some safety artefacts of the reused components should
be reused as well if we are to fully benefit from the reuse and safely integrate
the reused component into the new system. The difficulty that hinders reuse
is that safety is a system property. This means that hazard analysis and risk
assessment used to analyse what can go wrong at system level, as required by
the standards, can only be performed in a context of the specific system. To
overcome this difficulty compositional approaches are needed. CHESS-FLA [7]
is a plugin within the CHESS toolset [6] that supports execution of Failure
Logic Analysis (FLA) such as Fault Propagation and Transformation Calculus
(FPTC). FPTC allows us to calculate system level behaviour given the behaviour
of the individual components established in isolation. Such compositional failure
analyses enable reuse of safety artefacts within safety-critical systems.

Component-based Development (CBD) is the most commonly used approach
to achieve reuse within embedded systems of the aerospace industry [16]. While
CBD is successfully used to support reuse of software components, it lacks means
to support reuse of additional artefacts, alongside the software components, in
form of argument-fragments and supporting evidence. As a part of an overall
system safety argument, argument-fragments for software components present
safety reasoning used to develop a particular component and its safety-relevant
behaviour, e.g., failure behaviour.

In our previous work we developed the notion of safety contracts related to
software components to promote reuse of the components together with their
certification data and we have proposed a (semi)automatic method to generate
argument-fragments for the software components from their associated safety
contracts [14]. In this work we propose a method called FLAR2SAF that uses
failure logic analysis results (FLAR) to generate safety case argument-fragments
(SAF). More specifically, we derive safety contracts for a component from FLAR.
Then, we adapt our method for generation of argument-fragments to provide bet-
ter support for reuse of the argument-fragments and the evidence they contain.

In particular, the input/output behaviour of a component developed out-
of-context can be specified by FPTC rules. For example, in case of omission
failure on the input I1 of the component, the component can have a safety
mechanism to still provide the output O1 but with additional delay. In that
case FPTC rule describing such behaviour can be specified as: I1.omission →
O1.late. We can use these behaviours obtained by FPTC analysis to derive safety
contracts that can be further supported by evidence and used to form clear



and comprehensive argument-fragments. For example, if the late failure on the
output of the component can cause a hazardous event, then the corresponding
argument-fragment should argue that the late failure is sufficiently handled in
the context of the particular system and attach supporting evidence for that
claim. For generating argument-fragments associated to the failure behaviour of
the components we use an established argument pattern [18].

The main contribution of this paper is a method for the design and prepara-
tion for certification of reusable COTS-based safety-critical architectures. More
specifically, we provide a conceptual mapping of FPTC rules to safety contracts.
Moreover, we extend the argument-fragment generation method to generate
reusable argument-fragments based on an existing argumentation pattern.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows: In Section 2 we provide back-
ground information. In Section 3 we present the rationale behind our approach
and methods to derive safety contracts from FPTC analysis and generate cor-
responding argument-fragments. In Section 4 we illustrate our approach by ap-
plying it to a wheel-braking system. We present the related work in Section 5,
and conclusions and future work in Section 6.

2 Background

In this section we briefly provide some background information on COTS-based
safety-critical architectures and safety contracts. Furthermore, we recall essen-
tial information concerning the CHESS-FLA plugin within the CHESS toolset.
Finally, we provide brief information on safety cases and safety case modelling.

2.1 COTS-based safety-critical architectures

In the context of safety critical systems, COTS-driven development is becom-
ing more and more appealing. The typical V model that constitutes the ref-
erence model for various safety standards is being combined with the typical
component-based development. As Fig.1 depicts, the top-down and bottom-up
approach meet in the gray zone. Initially a top-down approach is carried out. The
typical safety process starts with hazards identification which is conducted by
analysing (brainstorming on) failure propagation, based on an initial description
of the system and its possible functional architecture. If a failure at system level
may lead to intolerable hazards, safety requirements are formulated, decomposed
onto the architectural components, and mitigation means have to be designed.
Safety requirements are assigned with Safety Integrity Levels (SILs) as a measure
of quantifying risk reduction. Iteratively and incrementally the system architec-
ture is changed until a satisfying result is achieved (i.e. no intolerable behaviour
at system level). More specifically, once the safety requirements are decomposed
onto components (hardware/software), COTS (developed via a bottom-up ap-
proach) can be selected to meet those requirements. If the selected components
do not fully meet the requirements, some adaptations can be introduced.



Fig. 1. Safety-critical system development/COTS-driven development

Fig. 2. Component and safety contract meta-model [14]

To ease the selection of components, contracts play a crucial role. In our
previous work, we have proposed a contract-based formalism with strong 〈A,G〉
and weak 〈B,H〉 contracts to distinguish between context-specific properties and
those that must hold for all contexts [15]. A traditional component contract C =
〈A,G〉 is composed of assumptions (A) on the environment of the component and
guarantees (G) that are offered by the component if the assumptions are met.
The strong contract assumptions (A) are required to be satisfied in all contexts
in which the component is used, hence the corresponding strong guarantees (G)
are offered in all contexts in which the component can be used. For example, a
strong assumption could be minimum amount of memory a component requires
to operate. The weak contract guarantees (H) are offered only in those contexts
where besides the strong assumptions, the corresponding weak assumptions (B)
are satisfied as well. This makes the weak contracts context specific, e.g., a timing
behaviour of a component on a specific platform is captured by a weak contract.

We denote a contract capturing safety-relevant behaviour as a safety con-
tract. In [14] we introduced a component meta-model (Fig. 2) that connects
safety contracts with supporting evidence, which provides a base for evidence
artefact reuse together with the contracts. The component meta-model specifies
a component in an out-of-context setting composed of safety-contracts, evidence
and the assumed safety requirements. Each safety requirement is satisfied by at
least one safety contract, and each contract can be supported by one or more ev-



idence. For example, if we assume that late output failure of the component can
be hazardous, then we define an assumed safety requirement that specifies that
late failure should be appropriately handled. This requirement is addressed by
a contract that captures in its assumptions the identified properties that need
to hold for the component to guarantee that the late failure is appropriately
handled. The evidence that supports the contract includes contract consistency
report and analyses results used to derive the contract.

2.2 CHESS-FLA within the CHESS toolset

CHESS-FLA [7] is a plugin within the CHESS toolset [6] that includes two FLA
techniques: (1) FPTC [17] - a compositional technique to qualitatively assess
the dependability of component-based systems, and (2) FI4FA [9] - FPTC ex-
tension that allows for analysis of mitigation behaviour. In this paper we limit
our attention to FPTC that allows users to calculate the behaviour at system-
level, based on the specification of the behaviour of individual components. In
the CHESS toolset components can be modelled as component types or compo-
nent implementations. Component types are more abstract and can be realised
by system-specific component implementations. Component implementations in-
herit all behaviours of the corresponding component type.

The behaviour of the individual components is established by studying the
components in isolation. This behaviour is expressed by a set of logical expres-
sions (FPTC rules) that relate output failures (occurring on output ports) to
combinations of input failures (occurring on input ports). These behaviours can
be classified as: (1) a source (e.g., a component generates a failure due to internal
faults), (2) a sink (e.g., a component is capable to detect and correct a failure
received on the input), (3) propagational (e.g., a component propagates a failure
it received on the input), and (4) transformational (e.g., a component generates
a different type of failure from the input failure). Input failures are assumed to
be propagated or transformed deterministically, i.e., for a combination of failures
on the input, there can be only one combination of failures on the output.

The syntax supported in CHESS-FLA to specify the FPTC rules is shown
in Fig. 3. An example of a compliant expression that demonstrates the trans-
formational behaviour of a component is “R1.late → P1.valueCoarse”, which
should be read as follows: if the component receives on its port R1 a late failure,
it generates on its output port P1 a coarse (i.e. clearly detectable) value failure
(a failure that manifests itself as a failure mode by exceeding the allowed range).

behaviour = expression + expression = LHS ’→’ RHS
LHS = portname’.’ bL | portname ’.’ bL (’,’ portname ’.’ bL) +
RHS = portname’.’ bR | portname ’.’ bR (’,’ portname ’.’ bR) +
failure = ’early’ | ’late’ | ’commission’ | ’omission’ | ’valueSubtle’ | ’valueCoarse’
bL = ’wildcard’ | bR
bR = ’noFailure’ | failure

Fig. 3. FPTC syntax supported in CHESS-FLA



Fig. 4. Hazardous Software Failure Mode absence pattern for type late failure

2.3 Safety cases and safety case modelling

A Safety case in form of an explained (argued about) and well-founded (evidence-
based) structured argument is often required to show that the system is accept-
ably safe to operate in a given context [13]. Goal Structuring Notation (GSN) is
a graphical argumentation notation for documenting the safety case [10]. GSN
can be used to represent the individual elements of any safety argument and
the relationships between these elements. The argument usually starts with a
top-level claim/goal stating absence of a failure, as in Fig. 4 the argument starts
with a goal that has AbsHSFMLate identifier. The goals can be further decom-
posed to sub-goals with supportedBy relations denoting inference between goals
or connecting supporting evidence with a goal. The decomposition can be de-
scribed using strategy elements e.g., ArgFailureMech in Fig. 4. To define the
scope and context of a goal or provide its rationale, elements such as context
and justification are attached to a goal with inContextOf relations. For exam-
ple, context CauseLateHaz is used to clarify the AbsHSFMLate goal by providing
the list of known causes of the late failure mode. The undeveloped element sym-
bol indicates elements that need further development. For more details on GSN
see [10].

GSN was initially used to communicate a specific argument for a particu-
lar system. Since similar rationale exists behind specific argument-fragments in
different contexts, argument patterns of reusable reasoning are defined by gen-
eralising the specific details of a specific argument [10]. In this work we use
the argument pattern for Handling of Software Failure Modes (HSFM) [18],
a portion of which is shown in Fig. 4, to structure the generated argument-
fragments related to late timing failure modes. To build an argument, HSFM
pattern requires information about known causes of the failure mode and fail-
ure mechanisms that address those causes. Moreover, the failure mechanisms
can be classified into three categories: (1) Primary failures within Contributory
Software Functionality (CSF) that can cause the failure; (2) Secondary failures
relating to other components within the system on which CSF is dependent;
and (3) Failures caused by items controlling CSF e.g., in case of late hazardous
failure mode the controlling item is the scheduling policy.



3 FLAR2SAF

In this section we present FLAR2SAF, a method to generate reusable safety
case argument-fragments. We first provide the rationale of the approach in Sec-
tion 3.1. We provide a method to translate FPTC rules into safety contracts in
Section 3.2, and we adapt and extend the method for semi-automatic generation
of argument-fragments from safety contracts in Section 3.3.

3.1 Rationale

In our work we use safety contracts to facilitate reuse of safety-relevant software
components. The method to semi-automatically generate argument-fragments
from safety contracts, mentioned in Section 2.1, can be used to support the
reuse of certification-relevant artefacts from previously specified contracts. Just
as evidence needs to be provided with a reusable component to increase confi-
dence in the component itself, similarly in some cases the trustworthiness of the
evidence should be backed up as well [11]. To reuse evidence-related artefacts to-
gether with the argument fragments, additional information about the rationale
linking the artefacts and the safety contracts they support should be provided.
Furthermore, the issue of trustworthiness of such evidence needs to be addressed.
For example, we might need to describe the competence of the engineers that
performed a particular analysis or even qualification of the analysis tool.

To capture the additional information related to evidence we enrich the com-
ponent meta-model presented in Section 2.1. We enrich the connection between
a contract and evidence by adding optional descriptive attribute capturing the
rationale for how the particular evidence, or set of evidence, supports the goal.
This information is used to provide additional clarification on the connection
between the evidence and the claims made by the contract. Clarification of con-
fidence in the evidence itself can be made in two different ways: either by directly
including or referencing supporting information in the context of the evidence
(e.g., competence of person performing the failure analysis can be found in doc-
ument x); or to point to an already developed goal, called an away goal [10],
presenting the supporting information (we could have a repository of generic
argument-fragments related to staff competence and tool-qualification [8]). In
the presented component meta-model we append attributes to the evidence to
capture supporting information related to the evidence, including a set of refer-
ences to the supporting away goals.

FLAR2SAF based on FPTC analysis can be performed by the following steps:

– Model the component architecture in CHESS-FLA;
– Specify failure behaviour of a component in isolation using FPTC rules;
– Translate the FPTC rules into corresponding safety contracts and attach

FPTC analysis results as initial evidence;
– Support the contracts with additional V&V evidence and enrich the contract

assumptions accordingly;
– Upon component selection, depicted in Fig. 1 in Section 2.1:



Fig. 5. Composite component example with FPTC rules

• Perform FPTC analysis and calculate system-level failure behaviour;
• Translate the results of FPTC analysis to system-level safety contracts;
• Support and enrich the contracts with additional V&V evidence;

– Use the approach to semi-automatically generate an argument-fragment based
on the argument pattern presented in Section 2.3.

The generated argument-fragment is tailored for the specific system so that
only contracts satisfied in the particular system are used to form the argument,
and accordingly only evidence associated to such contracts is reused to support
confidence in the contracts. Particular evidence can only be reused if all the
captured assumptions within the associated contract are met by the system.

3.2 Contractual interpretation of FPTC rules

In this section we focus on the step of translating the FPTC rules to safety
contracts. We use the simple example in Fig. 5 to explain the translation process
and provide a set of steps that can be used to perform the translation

In Fig. 5 we have FPTC rules specified for a composite component C and its
subcomponents C1 and C2. When both inputs I1 and I2 exhibit late or coarse
failure, component C1 acts as a propagator and outputs late/coarse failure on O1
output. Component C2 acts as a sink in case of a late failure and transforms it to
no failure (e.g., a watchdog timer expires and triggers a satisfactory response),
while it transforms coarse to late failure (e.g., due to additional filtering).

Safety contracts for these components can be made based on the FPTC
rules. When translating the rules into contracts we consider two types of rules
with respect to each failure mode: rules that describe when a failure happens
(e.g., C1.R1) and rules that describe behaviours that mitigate a failure (e.g.,
C2.R1). We translate the first type of rules by guaranteeing with the contract
that the failure described by the rule will not happen, under assumptions that
the behaviour that causes the failure does not happen. The contract 〈B,H〉C1

for component C1, shown in Table 1, guarantees that O1 will not be late if
both inputs I1 and I2 never fail at the same time with late failure. This type of
contracts is specified as weak since, unlike for strong contracts, their satisfaction
in every context should not be mandatory. For example, in some contexts late
timing failure is not hazardous, hence it is not required to be ensured.

We translate the second type of rules differently as they do not identify causes
of failures, but they specify behaviours that help mitigate failures in certain



Table 1. Contracts for components C1 and C

BC1: (not (I1.late and I2.late));
HC1: not O1.late;

AC−1: -;
GC−1: I1.late, I2.late → noFailure;

BC−2: (not (I1.coarse and I2.coarse));
HC−2: not O1.late;

cases. Since these contracts specify safety behaviour of components that should
be satisfied in every context, without imposing assumptions on the environment,
we denote these contracts as strong contracts. The corresponding contracts state
in which cases the component guarantees that it will not exhibit any failures.
We do this by guaranteeing the rule that describes this behaviour, as shown in
Table 1 for the 〈A,G〉C−1 contract for component C.

As shown on an example of translating FPTC rules from the example in
Fig. 5 to contracts in Table 1, the translation can be performed in the following
way for each failure:

– Identify FPTC rules that are directly related to the failure mode (either
describing when it happens or describing behaviour that prevents it);

– For the rules describing when the failure mode happens:
• Add the negation of the combination of the input failures to the contract

assumptions. Connect with other assumptions with AND operator;
• Use the absence of the failure mode as the contract guarantee;

– For the rules that describe behaviours that prevent the failure mode:
• Use the rule within the contract guarantee to state that the component

guarantees the behaviour described by the rule;

The abstract behaviour specified within the FPTC rules can be further re-
fined so that more concrete behaviours of the component are described. For ex-
ample, a refined contract related to timing failures would include concrete timing
behaviour of the component in a particular context and additional assumptions
related to the timing properties of the concrete system should be made.

3.3 Argument-fragment generation

As mentioned in Section 2, safety relevant components usually need to provide ar-
gument and associated evidence regarding absence of particular failures. We gen-
erate the required argument-fragment based on previously established argument
pattern HSFM for presenting absence of late failure mode, briefly recalled in Sec-
tion 2.3. By providing means to generate context-specific argument-fragments,
i.e., argument-fragments that include only information related to those contracts
satisfied in the particular context, we allow for reuse of certain evidence related
to the satisfied contracts.

To build an argument based on the HSFM pattern, we identify the known
causes of primary and secondary failures from the corresponding FPTC rules.



We identify the primary failures from the contracts translated from FPTC rules
that describe behaviours that mitigate a failure mode. The secondary failures
are captured within the contracts translated from FPTC rules that describe
when a failure mode happens. All causes and assumptions not captured by the
corresponding FPTC rules should be additionally added to the safety contracts,
e.g., scheduler policy constraints. We construct the argument-fragment by us-
ing the reasoning from the HSFM pattern. The top-most goal claiming absence
of the failure mode is decomposed into three sub-goals focusing on primary,
secondary and controlling failures as described in Section 2.3. We adapt the
contract-satisfaction fragment from [14] to further develop the sub-goals.

We use the safety contracts to generate the supporting sub-arguments for the
primary and secondary failures and leave the goal related to controlling failures
undeveloped. Supporting sub-arguments for both primary and secondary failures
are generated to argue that the corresponding safety contracts are satisfied with
sufficient confidence. The sufficient confidence is determined based on the specific
SIL of the requirements allocated on the component and may require additional
evidence in case of higher SILs. We argue the satisfaction of contracts as in [14]
where we make a claim that the contract is satisfied with sufficient confidence,
i.e., that the guarantee of the contract is offered. We further decompose the claim
into two supporting goals: (1) an argument providing the supporting evidence
for confidence in the claim in terms of completeness of the contract, and (2) an
argument showing that the assumptions stated in the contract are met by the
contracts of other components. We further focus on the first sub-goal related to
evidence and adapt the rules related to generating the evidence sub-argument
to include additionally specified information about the evidence artefacts.

For every evidence attached to a safety contract we create a sub-goal to sup-
port confidence in the corresponding safety contract. At this point we can use the
additional information about the rationale connecting evidence and the safety
contract and present it in form of a context statement to clarify how this par-
ticular evidence contributes to increasing confidence in the corresponding safety
contract. The evidence can be further backed up by the related trustworthiness
arguments that can be attached directly to a particular evidence. If the evidence
trustworthiness information is provided in a descriptive form then additional
context statements are added to the solutions, otherwise an away goal is created
to point to the argument about the trustworthiness of the evidence, e.g., an
argument presenting competence of a person that conducted the analysis which
resulted in the corresponding evidence.

To achieve the argument-fragment generation we extended the approach
for generation of argument-fragments from safety contracts [14] to allow for
argument-fragment generation in the specific form of the selected pattern. The
approach is adapted to generate an argument-fragment that clearly separates
and argues over primary, secondary and controlling failures as described above,
and to include additional information related to the evidence.

While the benefits of reusing evidence are great, a big risk can be falsely
reusing evidence which may result in false confidence and potentially unsafe sys-



Fig. 6. BSCU model in CHESS

tem. It must be noted that deriving safety contracts from safety analyses does
not necessarily result in complete contracts. To increase confidence in reuse of
safety artefacts, additional assumptions should be captured within the safety
contracts to guarantee the specified behaviour with sufficient confidence. While
this will limit reuse of the particular contract and the associated evidence, the
weak safety contracts notion allows us to specify a number of alternative con-
tracts describing particular behaviour in different contexts.

4 Application Example

In this section we demonstrate FLAR2SAF by applying it to a Wheel-Braking
System (WBS). We first briefly introduce the WBS in Section 4.1. In Section 4.2
we apply CHESS-FLA/FPTC analysis on WBS. We use the translation steps
from Section 3.2 to translate the contracts from the FPTC analysis results in
Section 4.3. We present the generated argument-fragment in Section 4.4.

4.1 Wheel Braking System (WBS)

In this section we recall WBS, which was originally presented in ARP4761 [2].
We use a simplified version of WBS to illustrate the use of FLAR2SAF.

WBS is a part of an airplane braking system. It takes two input brake pedal
signals that are used by the Brake System Control Unit (BSCU) to calculate
the braking force. The software architecture of BSCU modelled in CHESS is
shown in Fig. 6. Based on the preliminary safety analysis performed on the
system, the BSCU is designed with two redundant dual channel systems to meet
the availability and integrity requirements. Each of the two subBSCU systems,
namely subBSCU1 and subBSCU2, provide a calculated command value and
a valid signal that indicates the validity of the corresponding command value.
The selectSwitch forwards by default the command value from subBSCU1 if the
corresponding valid signal is true, otherwise the command value from subBSCU2
is forwarded. The validSwitch component returns true if any of the signals is true,



Table 2. A subset of FPTC rules for BSCU subcomponents

Component FPTC rule

subBSCU pedal1.late, pedal2.late → valid.late, cmd.late;
pedal1.noFailure, pedal2.late → valid.noFailure, cmd.omission;
pedal1.late, pedal2.noFailure → valid.noFailure, cmd.omission;

validSwitch valid1.late, valid2.late → valid.late;
valid1.noFailure, valid2.late → valid.noFailure;
valid1.late, valid2.noFailure → valid.noFailure;

selectSwitch valid.late, cmd1.late,cmd2.late → cmd.late
valid.noFailure, cmd1.noFailure,cmd2.late → cmd.noFailure
valid.noFailure, cmd1.late,cmd2.noFailure → cmd.noFailure
valid.omission, cmd1.omission,cmd2.omission → cmd.omission

otherwise it returns false indicating that an alternate braking mode should be
used, as the braking command calculated by BSCU cannot be trusted.

4.2 FPTC analysis

To perform the FPTC analysis we first model the system architecture in the
CHESS-toolset (Fig. 6) and then define FPTC rules for the modelled compo-
nents. The architecture and the corresponding failure behaviour of the compo-
nents are defined based on the system description in Section 4.1.

The specified FPTC rules are shown in Table 2. As mentioned in Section 2.2,
the FPTC rules specified for components are inherited by all the instances, hence
the FPTC rules for the two subBSCU component implementations are the same
as they are instances of the same component. The validSwitch component re-
quires at least one valid signal present in order to forward the correct response,
i.e., at least to signal that there is a problem within BSCU. Similarly, the se-
lectSwitch component output depends both on valid and cmd signals.

As shown in Fig. 6 in the FPTC specifications on the input ports, we run
the analysis for noFailure and late failure behaviours on the inputs. The FPTC
analysis then computes the possible failures on the output ports of BSCU based
on the FPTC rules for the BSCU subcomponents. The results show that the
validOut port can either not fail or propagate late failures, while the cmdOut
port in addition to noFailure and late failure can exhibit omission failure as well.

Table 3. The results of the FPTC analysis for bscuSys component

Port type Port label Port values

input pedal1 noFailure, late

input pedal2 noFailure, late

output cmdOut noFailure, omission, late

output validOut noFailure, late



Table 4. The translated BSCU contracts and associated evidence information

BBSCU−1: not (pedal1.late and pedal2.late);
HBSCU−1: not validOut.late and not cmdOut.late;

CBSCU−1: The contract is derived from the FPTC analysis results for the bscuSys
component;

EBSCU−1: name: bscuSys FPTC analysis report
description: FPTC analysis is performed in CHESS-toolset.
supporting argument : FPTC analysis conf;

ABSCU−2: -;
GBSCU−2: pedal1.noFailure, pedal2.late → validOut.noFailure,cmdOut.omission;

CBSCU−2: The contract is derived from the FPTC analysis results for the bscuSys
component; Unit testing is used to validate that the contracts are suffi-
ciently complete with respect to the implementation;

EBSCU−2:

name: bscuSys FPTC analysis report
description: FPTC analysis is performed in CHESS-toolset.
supporting argument : FPTC analysis conf;

name: Unit testing results
description: -
supporting argument : Unit test conf;

4.3 The translated contracts

The results of the FPTC analysis can be interpreted in the form of FPTC
rules for the system component bscuSys. The resulting FPTC rule “pedal1.late,
pedal2.late → validOut.late, cmdOut.late” for bscuSys can be translated to the
contract 〈B,H〉BSCU−1 shown in Table 4. The contract specifies that the out-
puts of BSCU will not be late if both input pedals are not late. The contract is
supported by the FPTC analysis report from which the contract is derived.

The second translated contract 〈A,G〉BSCU−2 describes the behaviour when
only the second pedal is faulty. In that case the failure is detected by the BSCU
component and reported through the validOut port, hence the validOut port re-
ports no failure, while the cmdOut signal is omitted. The additional information
related to the supporting evidence includes context statements CBSCU−1 and
CBSCU−2 and a set of evidence (EBSCU−1 and EBSCU−2). Each evidence can
be further described by a context statement and supported by a set of arguments.

4.4 The resulting argument-fragment

A part of the resulting argument-fragment is shown in Fig. 7. In this argument
snippet we focus only on the identified causes of primary failures (AbsLatePri-
mary goal), while the other goals shown in Fig. 4 remain undeveloped. We identi-
fied the BSCU-2 contract shown in Table 4 as the one related to primary failures
as it describes behaviour of the component that mitigates a possible failure. By
applying the rules to generate the contract satisfaction argument (goal BSCU-
2 sat), we divide the argument to argue over the satisfaction of the supporting
contracts (BSCU-2 supp sat) and supporting evidence in contract completeness



Fig. 7. Argument-fragment based on the HSFM pattern

(BSCU-2 confidence). While the argument for the BSCU-2 supp sat goal follows
the same pattern as for goal BSCU-2 sat, we focus on the argument related to
the BSCU-2 confidence goal.

The goal BSCU-2 confidence is clarified by the two context statements stat-
ing that the contract has been derived from the FPTC analysis and that unit test-
ing has been performed to validate that the contracts are sufficiently complete.
In the rest of the argument we create a goal for each of the attached artefacts and
enrich them with additional evidence information. The goal BSCU-2 1 presents
the confidence in the FPTC analysis. Since we do not have an argument sup-
porting qualification of the tool used to perform the analysis we attach context
statement clarifying that the FPTC analysis is performed in the CHESS-toolset.
We provide an away goal related to the evidence to support trustworthiness in
the analysis by arguing confidence in the FPTC analysis. Further evidence might
be provided to present competences of the engineers that formed the FPTC rules
and performed the analysis.

5 Related Work

The use of model-based development in safety-critical systems to support the
development of the system safety case has been the focus of much research during
the past years. Integration of model-based engineering with safety analysis to
ease the development of safety cases is presented in [5]. The work presents how
the architecture description language EAST-ADL2 can be used to support the
development of safety-critical systems. Similarly, an approach to handling safety
concerns and constructing safety arguments within a system architectural design
process is presented in [19]. The work presents a set of argument patterns and
a supporting method for producing architectural safety arguments. The focus
of these works is usually on extending the modelling approaches to support
the safety case development process and provide guidelines on how to produce
the corresponding safety arguments. Unlike in these approaches, in our work we



provide a method for generating safety-arguments from the safety contracts that
are based on and supported by the safety analysis performed on the system.

Deriving a safety argument from the actual source code is presented in [3].
The work focuses on constructing an argument for how the actual code complies
with specific safety requirements based on the V&V artefacts. The argument
skeleton is generated from a formal analysis of automatically generated code
and integrates different information from heterogeneous sources into a single
safety case. The skeleton argument is extended by separately specified addi-
tional information enriching the argument with explanatory elements such as
contexts, assumptions, justifications etc. In contrast, in this work we generate
an argument-fragment from safety contracts obtained from and supported by
FPTC analysis. We utilise the contracts to specify the additional information
regarding the context and additional assumptions and generate an argument-
fragment for a specific failure mode covered by the FPTC analysis.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

Reuse within safety-critical systems is not complete without reuse of safety arte-
facts such as argument-fragments and the supporting evidence, since they are
the key aspects of safety-critical systems development that require significant
efforts. In this work we have presented a method called FLAR2SAF for generat-
ing reusable argument-fragments. This method first derives safety contracts from
failure logic analysis results and then uses the contracts supported by evidence to
generate reusable pattern-based argument-fragments. By an illustrative example
we have shown how an argument-fragment could be generated and supporting
evidence reused. The application of FLAR2SAF gives a clear indication that
safety contracts can be derived from failure logic analyses. Moreover, accompa-
nying COTS with a set of such safety contracts supported by safety evidence
artefacts allows us to generate context-specific argument-fragments based on the
satisfied contracts.

As our future work we are planning an evaluation of FLAR2SAF on an indus-
trial case study. Moreover, we plan to extend the CHESS toolset to include our
methods for derivation of contracts and generation of argument-fragments. We
plan to explore how different types of safety analyses can be used to derive and
support contracts, hence how different types of evidence could be easily reused.
Another interesting future direction would be to explore how this approach can
help us with change management and reuse of safety artefacts in case of changes
in the system.
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